A palm pad device, for use as a training device and to be fastened to the palm of a user, includes a separate pad having a size-adjustable elastic pad and a fastening member for fastening the separate pad onto the palm. The palm pad device further includes a sensing recorder disposed on the fastening member for sensing and recording movement data of the palm. The elastic pad includes a thickness pad and a width pad for allowing adjustments in the thickness and width of the separate pad. A basketball training system using the palm pad device includes a basket sensor for recording the status of successful shots, a sensing recorder disposed on the palm pad device, and a central management apparatus for receiving data transmitted from the sensing recorder and the basket sensor for conducting analysis to thereby generate a corresponding feedback event.
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PALM PAD DEVICE FOR BASKETBALL TRAINING AND BASKETBALL TRAINING SYSTEM

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] This invention relates to palm pad devices for basketball training and basketball training systems, and more particularly, to a palm pad device that allows itself to be fastened to the palm of a user to facilitate basketball training and a basketball training system to which the palm pad device is applied.

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art

[0004] In the past, ball players are trained with their bare hands. With the progress of science and technology, more and more ball players are trained with the help of a variety of auxiliary equipment and get better training effect. For example, a package load with lead is often used by players to improve their muscles endurance, by binding the package to their legs or hands. Regarding basketball training, players need to use their wrists and fingers, but not their central palm, to control a basketball while dribbling, passing and shooting the basketball. Accordingly, various auxiliary apparatuses for basketball training came to the market. U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0272072 disclosed a basketball training glove. A palm pad element is installed on the central palm of the glove, forcing the user not to palm a basketball while dribbling, landing and shooting the basketball. However, the palm pad element of the basketball training glove has a constant shape and is not adjustable. In other words, such a constant-sized basketball training glove cannot provide the best training effect to users because their hands have different sizes.

[0005] U.S. Pat. No. 4,805,905 disclosed a basketball training device, to train and correct twisting level of the wrist of shooting arm of a user. However, the basketball training device is installed on the arm near the wrist, and provides the user with shooting practice only, without including other practices such as passing and dribbling. The basketball training device is dull and impractical.

[0006] Therefore, how to find an auxiliary device for basketball training in many aspects, such as facilitating the practice of dribbling and shooting movements, recording and analyzing movement data of the hands and palms of the user, and allowing the user to know his shooting flaws and thus make a real-time modification, has become one of the most urgent issues in the art.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] In view of the above-mentioned problems in the prior art, the present invention provides a palm pad device for basketball training and a basketball training system. The palm pad device helps a user in practicing basketball practice, and may cooperate with the basketball training system to provide corresponding feedback event to the user.

[0008] The present invention provides a palm pad device be fastened to a palm of a user for basketball training, comprising a padding member having a size-adjustable elastic pad, and a fastening member engaged with the padding member for fastening the padding member to the palm of the user.

[0009] In an embodiment, the palm pad device of the present invention further includes a sensing recorder installed on the fastening member for sensing and recording movement data of the palm.

[0010] In another embodiment, the above sensing recorder includes a displaying unit for displaying the movement data of the palm.

[0011] In yet another embodiment, the sensing recorder further includes a transmitting unit for wiredly or wirelessly transmitting the sensed or recorded movement data to a recording apparatus.

[0012] In yet another embodiment, the sensing recorder further includes a speaking unit for generating corresponding sounds according to the movement data.

[0013] In yet another embodiment, the elastic pad further includes a thickness pad for adjusting the thickness of the padding member, and a width pad for adjusting the width of the padding member, wherein the thickness pad and the width pad have an inflatable structure.

[0014] In another variant embodiment, the padding member has a buffer gap for providing a compression buffer for the padding member when grasped, and the fastening member has an elastic gap for providing a compression buffer for the fastening member when grasped.

[0015] The present invention also provides a basketball training system to which the above-mentioned palm pad device is applied, including: a basket sensor for recording a status of successful shots of a user; a sensing recorder installed on the palm pad device for sensing and recording movement data of a palm of the user; and

[0016] a central management apparatus for receiving and analyzing the status of successful shots transmitted from the basket sensor and the movement data transmitted from the sensing recorder to generate a corresponding feedback event.

[0017] Compared with the prior art, the palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention includes a padding member to help a user to practice playing basketball with his fingers. The padding member has a thickness pad and a width pad for adjusting the thickness and the width of the padding member, respectively. Therefore, each user may adjust the padding member in accordance with his palm size, to improve practicing effect. Further, the palm pad device includes a sensing recorder. The sensing recorder senses palm movement status of the user, and provides palm movement status records, data display and real-time sounds with a variety functions installed thereon. The basketball training system combines the above-mentioned palm pad device with a basket sensor, a sensing recorder and a central management, thereby to analyze a status of successful shots of the user and provide more efficient training information to the user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0018] The invention can be more fully understood by reading the following detailed description of the preferred embodiments, with reference made to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

[0019] FIG. 1 is a 3-D diagram of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;

[0020] FIG. 2A is a 3-D diagram of a sensing recorder of another embodiment of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;
FIG. 2B is a system block diagram of a sensing recorder of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a 3-D diagram of a variant embodiment of a padding member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;

FIG. 4A is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a padding member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;

FIG. 4B is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a fastening member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;

FIG. 5 is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a fastening member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention;

FIGS. 6A and 6B show how to use a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention; and

FIG. 7 is a 3-D diagram illustrating the use of an embodiment of a basketball training system according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

The following illustrative embodiments are provided to illustrate the disclosure of the present invention, and any other advantages and effects can be apparently understood by those in the art after reading the disclosure of this specification. The present invention can also be performed or applied by other different embodiments. The details of the specification may be on the basis of different points and applications, and numerous modifications and variations can be devised without departing from the spirit of the present invention.

FIG. 1 is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the present invention provides a palm pad device for basketball training, which is to be fastened to a palm of a user to facilitate basketball training and comprises a padding member 1 and a fastening member 2. The padding member 1 has a size-adjustable elastic pad 11. In other words, the padding member 1, as a whole, is a size-adjustable elastic or soft pad body. The fastening member 2 is engaged with the padding member 1 for fastening the padding member 1 to the palm of the user. Through holes 12 are installed on two sides of the padding member 1 for the fastening member 2 to pass therethrough and be engaged with the padding member 1 to form the palm pad device.

In use, the padding member 1 is placed at the center of the palm of the user, and may be in the shape of a ball, mushroom or cuboid. The embodiment is fabricated in accordance with the shape of the center of the palm, the central concave portion of the palm and a part of the palm between the thumb and the index finger, so as to form a pad body structure that is suitable to be placed at the center of the palm. The fastening member 2 is a strip and has a cross section in the shape of a rectangle, a circle or an ellipse. The fastening member 2 fastens the padding member 1 to the palm of the user by passing itself through the through holes 12 of the padding member 1. Such a design allows the user to replace the fastening member 2 according to his demands. However, in another embodiments the fastening member 2 may be engaged with the padding member 1 by adhesive, tenons or other ways. In an embodiment, the padding member 1 and the fastening member 2 are fabricated from rubber, plastic, resin or PU.

In the use of the palm pad device, the elastic pad 11 prevents the palm of the user from palming a basketball directly. Accordingly, the user, when practicing dribbling or shooting, may control the basketball with his fingers only, so as to improve the smoothness of dribbling movement and increase shooting percentage.

FIG. 2A is a 3-D diagram of a sensing recorder of another embodiment of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2A, the palm pad device of the embodiment further comprises a sensing recorder 23 installed on the fastening member 22 for sensing and recording movement data of the palm. The sensing recorder 23 senses and records the movement data of the palm while the palm pad device is installed on the palm of the user. The sensing recorder 23 has a digital display screen 24 for displaying information, a speaker 25 for playing sounds, and an operation button 26. Through the above elements, the sensing recorder 23 may perform various functions to facilitate basketball training of the user.

FIG. 2B is a system block diagram of a sensing recorder of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2B, the sensing recorder 23 further comprises an acceleration sensing unit 231 and/or a direction sensing unit 232. The acceleration sensing unit 231 senses movement track and turning speed of the palm. In other words, the acceleration sensing unit 231 senses and records the movement track and turning speed of the palm when the user is shooting. The direction sensing unit 232 senses an angle of the palm relative to the ground to obtain an movement angle of the palm when the user is shooting. Based on the above recorded data, the user may get to know the gesture of his palm while his shooting, and adjust the action of the palm, so as to increase shooting percentage and improve the smoothness of dribbling movement.

The sensing recorder 23 further comprises a displaying unit 233, a transmitting unit 234, and a speaking unit 235. The displaying unit 233 displays the movement data of the palm, as the digital display screen shown in FIG. 2A does. The transmitting unit 234 wirely or wirelessly transmits the sensed or recorded movement data to a recording apparatus. In other words, the sensed data can not only be recorded in the sensing recorder 23, but also be wirely or wirelessly transmitted via the transmitting unit 234 to other data processing apparatuses, for statistics of the data recorded or view for personnel on the spot. The speaking unit 235 generates corresponding sounds according to the movement data, as the speaker 25 shown in FIG. 2A does. When the palm of the user is moving (e.g., dribbling or shooting), the speaking unit 235 plays corresponding sounds simultaneously, such as cheer sounds or sounds reminding the user of adjusting his movement, so as to increase the interest of basketball training. All the data of the sensing recorder 23 are processed by a processing unit 236. The processing unit 236 analyzes, compares and records the sensed movement information of the palm, and generates a corresponding feedback event, such as the aforementioned playing sounds, displaying statistic data or transmitting gesture adjustment messages to the palm pad device applied to the.

FIG. 3 is a 3-D diagram of a variant embodiment of a padding member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the
elastic pad 311 further comprises a thickness pad 32 for adjusting the thickness of the padding member 31 and a width pad 33 for adjusting the width of the padding member 31. The thickness pad 32 and the width pad 33 has an inflation structure, allowing the user to adjust the size of the padding member 31 to suit for the palm of different users.

[0036] As shown, the thickness pad 32 has an air inlet hole 321, and the width pad 33 also has an air inlet hole 331. The user is allowed to insert inflation tubes in the two air inlet holes and input air, so as to adjust the thickness and width of the elastic pad 311. The thickness pad 32 and width pad 33 further comprise air outlet holes 322 and 332, respectively, for expelling or adjusting the amount of the air. Accordingly, the user may adjust the amount of air in the elastic pad 311 easily and store it up (expelling the air to reduce the size of the elastic pad 311).

[0037] In another embodiment, the thickness pad 32 and width pad 33 has a pump inflation structure. Accordingly, the user is allowed to input air into the elastic pad 311 in a pump inflation way, thereby omitting the use of the above inflation tubes, and greatly improving the use convenience of the palm pad device.

[0038] FIG. 4A is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a padding member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4A, a padding member 41 has a buffer gap 411 for providing a compression buffer for the padding member 41 when grasped. In details, in order to prevent the user from feeling uncomfortable with his palm when the padding member 41 is placed at the center of the palm and is compressed while the palm is grasping the padding member 41, the padding member 41 has the buffer gap 411 installed, to ease the uncomfortable felling. The present invention does not limit the number of the buffer gap 411 and the place where the buffer gap 411 is installed.

[0039] FIG. 4B is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a fastening member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 4B, a fastening member 42 has an elastic gap 421 for providing a compression buffer for the fastening member 42 when grasped. Since the user may feel uncomfortable with his palm when the fastening member 42 is put on the palm and a part of the palm between the thumb and the index finger is compressed when the palm is waving or grasping, the elastic gap 421 may serve as an elastic space of the compression buffer when the user is grasping his palm. The present invention does not limit the number of the elastic gap 421 and the place where the buffer gap 411 is installed.

[0040] FIG. 5 is a 3-D diagram of an embodiment of a fastening member of a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 5, a fastening member 52 has a buckling portion 521 for use in fastening, a corresponding buckling hole 522, and a skidproof portion 523 having a skidproof function and installed on the buckling portion 521. The fastening member 52 performs fastening by passing the buckling portion 521 through the buckling hole 522 and provides better fastening of the fastening member 52 through the friction and engagement of a buckling folded line 524 at the buckling portion 521 to the skidproof portion 523.

[0041] In another embodiment, the fastening member 52 has an adhering portion and an adhering base, allowing the fastening member 52 to be fastened to the palm of the user through the engagement of the adhering portion with the adhering base. For example, the fastening member 52 is fastened by the use of a Velcro.

[0042] FIG. 6A shows how to use a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6A, a padding member 61 is fastened to the palm of the user with a fastening member 62, and the padding member 61 is fabricated according to the shape of the palm and has an inflation structure that has adjustable thickness and width. The padding member 61 has a buffer gap 611, allowing the user to grasp elastically. The fastening member 62 has an elastic gap 621 installed at a position corresponding to a part of the palm between the thumb and the index finger, to provide a compression buffering effect when the palm is grasping.

[0043] FIG. 6B shows how to use a palm pad device for basketball training according to the present invention. FIG. 6B shows a state that a sensing recorder 63 and the fastening member 62 are placed at the back of the palm. A skidproof portion 623 is installed at the fastening member 62 to provide engagement and fastening. The sensing recorder 63 has a digital display screen 624 for displaying data or statues, and a speaker 625 for playing sounds, thereby displaying or providing corresponding information to the user.

[0044] The fastening member of the palm pad device of the present invention is not limited to have a certain shape or fastening way. The fastening member may be in the shape of a ring, a groove or a C-clamp. Since the padding member and the fastening member are designed to be detachable from each other, the fastening member may be fabricated according to the user’s demand, as long as it does not affect the operation of the padding member.

[0045] In addition to shooting training, the palm pad device of the present invention may also provide passing and dribbling training when the palm pad device is put on the palm, and is far superior to the conventional shooting training device or a simple central palm pad body structure.

[0046] FIG. 7 is a 3-D diagram illustrating the use of an embodiment of a basketball training system according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 7, the basketball training system comprises a basket sensor 71, a sensing recorder 72 and a central management apparatus 73. The basket sensor 71 may be mounted on a basket of a basketball stand, for recording a status of successful shots of a user. The sensing recorder 72 is installed on the above-mentioned palm pad device, for sensing and recording movement data of a palm of the user. The central management apparatus 72 receives and analyzes the status of successful shots transmitted from the basket sensor 71 and the movement data transmitted from the sensing recorder 72 to generate a corresponding feedback event. Simply speaking, the basketball training system records shooting training status of the user with the sensing recorder 72 and the basket sensor 71, and transmits it to the central management apparatus 73 off the court for data statistics and analysis, thereby providing the user with useful shooting data and generating a corresponding feedback event. The feedback event includes playing sounds, displaying statistic data or transmitting gesture adjustment messages to the palm pad device, so as to feedback information in a real-time manner and provide more efficient training effect. Further, the basket sensor 71 may sense the number, angle or orientation of baskets, and the central management apparatus 73 has data statistics, analysis and transmittance functions. Further description is omitted hereby.
In sum, the present invention provides a palm pad device for basketball training. Through the use of a size-adjustable padding member that is to be fastened to a palm of a user, the palm of the user may be prevented from palm ing a basketball directly. Through the adjustment of the thickness pad and width pad of the padding member, the palm pad device can be applied to the palm of different users. Further, the palm pad device has a sensing recorder that senses and records movement data of the palm. In other words, the sensing recorder records the palm operation status of the user, for the provision to the user as a training reference. The present invention further provides a basketball training system to which the above-mentioned palm pad device is applied. The basketball training system applies the palm pad device to shooting practice, thereby analyzing the information sensed by the basket sensor and the sensing recorder of the palm pad device and providing real-time feedback information to the user. Therefore, the shooting practice effect is greatly improved.

The foregoing descriptions of the detailed embodiments are only illustrated to disclose the features and functions of the present invention and not restrictive of the scope of the present invention. It should be understood to those in the art that all modifications and variations according to the spirit and principle in the disclosure of the present invention should fall within the scope of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A palm pad device to be fastened to a palm of a user for basketball training, comprising:
   a padding member having a size-adjustable elastic pad, and
   a fastening member engaged with the padding member for fastening the padding member to the palm of the user.
2. The palm pad device of claim 1, further comprising a sensing recorder installed on the fastening member for sensing and recording movement data of the palm.
3. The palm pad device of claim 2, wherein the sensing recorder comprises an acceleration sensing unit for sensing movement track and turning speed of the palm.
4. The palm pad device of claim 2, wherein the sensing recorder comprises a direction sensing unit for sensing an angle of the palm relative to the ground.
5. The palm pad device of claim 2, wherein the sensing recorder comprises a displaying unit for displaying the movement data of the palm.
6. The palm pad device of claim 2, wherein the sensing recorder comprises a transmitting unit for wiredly or wirelessly transmitting the sensed or recorded movement data to a recording apparatus.
7. The palm pad device of claim 2, wherein the sensing recorder comprises a speaking unit for generating corresponding sounds according to the movement data.
8. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the elastic pad comprises a thickness pad for adjusting the thickness of the padding member, and a width pad for adjusting the width of the padding member.
9. The palm pad device of claim 8, wherein the thickness pad or the width pad has an inflatable structure.
10. The palm pad device of claim 9, wherein the thickness pad and the width pad have an air inlet hole for air to be input therethrough so as to adjust the size of the elastic pad.
11. The palm pad device of claim 9, wherein the inflation structure of the thickness pad and the width pad is a pump inflation structure for air to be input therein to adjust the size of the elastic pad.
12. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the padding member has a buffer gap for providing a compression buffer for the padding member when grasped.
13. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the fastening member has an elastic gap for providing a compression buffer for the fastening member when grasped.
14. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the padding member has a through hole for the fastening member to pass therethrough and be engaged therewith.
15. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the fastening member has a buckling portion for use in fastening, a corresponding buckling hole, and a skidproof portion having a skidproof function and installed on the buckling portion.
16. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the fastening member has an adhering portion and an adhering base, allowing the padding member to be fastened to the palm of the user through the engagement of the adhering portion with the adhering base.
17. The palm pad device of claim 1, wherein the fastening member is in the shape of a ring, a glove or a C-clamp, for fastening the padding member to the palm of the user.
18. A basketball training system to which the palm pad device of claim 1 is applied, comprising:
   a basket sensor for recording a status of successful shots of a user,
   a sensing recorder installed on the palm pad device for sensing and recording movement data of a palm of the user, and
   a central management apparatus for receiving and analyzing the status of successful shots transmitted from the basket sensor and the movement data transmitted from the sensing recorder to correspondingly generate a feedback event.
19. The basketball training system of claim 18, wherein the feedback event is playing sounds, displaying statistic data or transmitting gesture adjustment messages to the palm pad device.
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